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A land that has inspired various art forms, Rajasthan tourism boasts of rich historic and cultural
wonders, with beautiful examples of art and architecture. From the forts of Marwar to the paintings
of Shekhavati to the desert city of Jaisalmer, letâ€™s take a look at what Rajasthan tourism has to offer.

Jaipur

Known as the â€˜Pink Cityâ€™, this glorious jewel is one of the most exotic destinations in Rajasthan travel.
Explore the region the Rajasthani way by riding an elephant to Amber Fort. Discover the Palace of
Winds, known locally as Hawa Mahal. Other famous sights include the City Palace and the Jantar
Mantar observatory.

If you are interested in a low budget Rajasthan tour, look for a basic package that includes a stay in
places like Hotel Libra or Hotel Red Fox. If you have a higher budget you can look for a Rajasthan
tour that offers a stay at places like the Sarovar Portico or the Ramada Plaza. If you are interested
in a luxury vacation, look for Rajasthan holidays that promote places like the Holiday Inn or Four
Points by Sheraton.

Bikaner

Known for its vibrant and exciting market life, Bikaner is also famous for the awe-inspiring, red-
sandstone Junagarh Fort, and the unique Karni Mata Temple which is devoted to rats.

A low budget Rajasthan tour in Bikaner would include accommodation like Hotel Rajvilas. For a
medium budget, look at packages that offer accommodation in hotels like the Heritage Resort or
Lalgarh Palace. For luxury Rajasthan holidays, opt for places like the Laxmi Niwas Palace.

Jaisalmer

Deep within the Thar Desert, the exotic region of Jaisalmer nestles in seclusion. This historic gem
stands resplendent amidst some of the harshest weather conditions.

A low budget package to Jaisalmer would include places like the Heritage Inn. A higher budget
would look at places like the Himmatgarh Palace or Mandir Palace. For luxury Rajasthan holidays,
opt for places like the Gorbandh Palace or Rangmahal.

Jodhpur

The city of Jodphur is a vibrant region dotted with antique shops, textile markets, historical
museums and quaint shops selling cultural artefacts. The magnificent Meherangarh Fort is the
highlight of Jodhpur.

A low budget Rajasthan tour of Jodhpur would include accommodation like Candy by Peppermint or
Niky International. Higher budget Rajasthan holidays would accommodate you at Ranbanka Palace
or Mapple Abhay Days. For luxury Rajasthan holidays, opt for places like Ajit Bhavan or Sarovar
Park Plaza.
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